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1

Introduction

This document provides a detailed description of the operation of the EWIO-M.
Since operation takes place mainly via the web interface, this interface is given particular attention.
However, the processes taking place in the background and the programs involved are also
discussed.
This allows the expert user to change the processes or put own ideas into practice.
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2

Start-up

2.1 Hardware
Unpack the device and connect it to a power supply module.
The easiest way to do this is via a jumper on the left-hand side of the EWIO-M, as described in the
operating instructions of the device.
Alternatively, the device can also be supplied with power via the power supply terminals (24V / 0V).
To read out M-Bus devices, they are connected to the M-/M+ terminals of the EWIO-M.
The polarity is immaterial.
Moreover, it is also possible to connect various sensors or actuators to the EWIO-M.
For more details, please consult the operating instructions enclosed with the device.
Communication with the EWIO-M takes place via a web interface. This requires a network
connection between a PC with web browser and the EWIO-M.
The network connection can be established either via cables or via WLAN.
For the first start-up, we recommend a direct connection via Ethernet cable.
The Ethernet cable can be a patch or a communication cable. The network slot of the EWIO-M
automatically detects the correct wire assignment in the cable.
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2.2 Browser
The EWIO-M was tested with the following browsers:
-

Firefox from version 3.0
Internet Explorer from version 8.0
Google Chrome from version 6.0
Iceweasel (Linux) from version 3.0.6

You should use one of these browsers in its current version.
With other browsers, especially older ones, the functionality cannot be guaranteed.
Since the page contents are changed dynamically by the EWIO-M, they may not be retained in the
browser cache.
Otherwise, this may result in implemented updates of the web pages not being displayed.
Since this option has not been enabled in the as-delivered state in all browsers (in particular not in
the Internet Explorer), it will now be shown how this setting can be changed.
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2.2.1

Internet Explorer

For the pages to be always updated, the following option must be set:
Tools / Internet options / General  Browser history / Settings:
"Check for newer versions of stored pages:
o Every time I visit the website"

Figure: Setting in Internet Explorer 7 and 8
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2.2.2

Firefox

For the pages to be always updated, saving pages, etc., must be disabled.
The settings are made under Tools / Options / Privacy.

Figure: Options / Privacy

2.2.3

Google Chrome

The settings must be made accordingly.

2.2.4

Iceweasel

The settings must be made accordingly.
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2.3 First steps
A first practical introduction into the EWIO-M can be obtained from the documentation "EWIO-M
Quickstart".
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3

Connection options

Apart from the LAN connection, other options of communicating with the EWIO-M are available.
WLAN sticks or modems can be connected to the USB slot.
For more details, please refer to the enclosed manuals "EWIO-M-ppp_1.00.pdf",
"EWIO-M-WLAN_1.00.pdf" and "EWIO-M-WLAN-Anbindung_1.00.pdf".
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4

Program structure

The operating system used is an Embedded Linux with kernel version 2.6.38.
For more details, please refer to the documentation "ewio-linux_1.03_MC_OFF-014392B".
The activation of the drivers and their description can be found in the document
"EWIO-M-Linux_1.04.pdf".
Many programs typical of Linux, most of them grouped together in the "Busy Box", form the
backbone of the application programs.
Independent programs have been created for communication on the M-Bus, for parameter setting
of the M-Bus devices, for saving of the measured results, etc.
The user can control these programs via a web interface.

Root-FS / Userspace
Libraries
RootFilesystem

UserApplications

WebInterface

APIs

Linux Kernel
High-level abstractions

Filesystems

Low-level interface

Network
protocols

mct_pin_di
(digital in)

mct_spi_dio
(digital IO)

mct_spi_aio
(analog IO)

mct_paa_master
(extension
modules)

Hardware

made for the project

adapted for the project

Figure: Basic structure of the system software
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Web-Interface
LAN / Internet

webServer

webGate

configbase

Data base SQlite3

Operating system

Parameters
Measured values

Drivers

M-Bus-Controller

M-Bus

Modbus-Controller

Modbus

Counter-Controller
Counter-Controller
Scheduler
Timer / Sync-Pulse

Figure: Simplified display of the application programs
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Communication with the user takes place via the web interface.
Data exchange with the EWIO-M takes place via a lock between the web server and the data
sources. This lock is produced by the web gate. It makes sure that only authorized data packets
provided with a unique transaction number will be processed.
Data sources are both files (configuration files in the configbase folder) and outputs of the
operating system or of the drivers.
All configurations relating to the M-Bus are grouped together in a database.
This makes for a particularly easy exchange of these configurations.
The same applies to the measured values, which are saved cyclically to a database.
For the configuration of the M-Bus devices, the M-Bus is accessed directly from the web gate. For
the readout of the current measured values for inspection purposes, the M-Bus is also accessed
directly.
These access operations are encapsulated by an independent program, the M-Bus controller.
It serializes access from different clients, e.g., the web gate and the counter controller.
Even if connected to several users via the web server, access operations can take place
simultaneously.
The counter controller is in charge of the cyclic readout of the measured values and saving them to
the measured values database.
To this end, it is triggered by a timer or external synchronous pulses. This is followed by checking
each counter as to whether it can be read out during the current interval. If this is the case, the
configured data points must be determined from the parameter database. The associated measured
values are then obtained from the received M-Bus telegrams, processed, if necessary, and saved to
the measured values database.
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5

Web interface

5.1 The basics of communication
WebServer
In EWIO-M, a web server (tHTTTPd) is working, which will send an HTML page when requested by a
client (browser) to do so. This page is loaded to the browser window and displayed.
However, up to this point, it does not yet contain contents (values) but only the page skeleton,
including forms, etc. The values are polled separately by AJAX. To do so, the browser uses the
function XMLhttpRequest. The result of the request is then delivered by the web server in the form
of the required values.

WebBrowser
- JavaScript
- XMLhttpRequest
(AJAX)

http protocol to load the
complete website

EWIO-M
with web server
tHTTPd

AJAX for updating elements
on the website

Figure: Basic principle of communication between the browser and the EWIO-M
JSON:
Data are transmitted as JSON structure. This guarantees a particularly easy and efficient form of
transmission, as JSON structures have little overhead and can be easily converted into Javascript
objects, allowing them to be processed in the browser at a particularly high speed.
{
"dhcp": true,
"addr": "10.22.0.211",
"subnet": "255.255.255.0",
"gateway": "10.22.0.1",
"dnsServer": "10.22.0.3",
"hostname": "ewio-3f4001",
"domain": "berlin.btr"
}
Figure: Example of a module configuration file: ip.json
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TAN, security
Data transmission via the network (LAN, Internet) takes place openly, but secured in any case by
means of a TAN (transaction number). This TAN consists of an MD5-coded combination of
password and session ID.
The session ID is a random number generated by the device and previously requested by the
browser.
Each telegram exchanged between the device and the browser contains such a TAN. This
guarantees that no potential attacker can make unauthorized settings on the device. This is also
true of the data exchange between several devices.
The following figure shows the scheme of ensuring secure data transmission.

Browser

Requesting the session ID

EWIO-M

Delivering the session ID

Request/Send data
using a TAN

Delivering data
using a TAN

Figure: Securing data transmission by means of a TAN
As a further security feature, a timeout time of 30 minutes has been installed.
If during this time no communication takes place with the logged-in user, the session is terminated,
and automatic logout takes place. This is intended to limit the possibility of unsupervised,
unauthorized access to the device.
It is, of course, also possible for several users to communicate with the device independently of one
another. The total number of communications, including that of the communicating devices with
one another, is 255.
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5.2 Operating principles
After entering the address in the browser, the start window is displayed.

Figure: Start window
The start page contains the login procedure.
To do so, you have to select the login level and enter the relevant password.
If no or an incorrect password is entered, EWIO-M will not output any contents.
In the as-delivered state, the following passwords have been preset:
Login level
Standard
Operator
Administrator

Password
standard
operator
admin

To perform settings, select the login level "Administrator".
After successful login, all configuration options are possible.
But first of all some general operating information.
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Figure: Start window after successful login
In the left part of the window, the navigation tree is displayed.
It is used to access all submenus.
They are often divided into "Configuration" and "Data".
In "Configuration", the settings for the relevant menu are made, while in "Data" these settings are
checked by means of a data query.
The top part of the window contains the two buttons for sending and receiving data to/from the
EWIO-M.

Figure: Button for sending and receiving
These two buttons are used to control data exchange with the EWIO-M.
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Press "EWIO  BROWSER", to receive data from the EWIO-M in the browser and press
"BROWSER  EWIO", to send data from the browser to the EWIO-M.
Often data from the EWIO-M are already read when a new menu item is opened via the navigation.
If changes to the configuration were made in a window, they will not become effective until they
are sent to the EWIO-M by pressing the "BROWSER  EWIO" button.
The bottom part of the window contains the status bar.
Meaning of the status messages:
LogIn
Display of the login status:
(not logged in)
Standard
Operator
Administrator
AJAX
AJAX is used for dynamic data transmission.
When data is transmitted (e.g. after pressing one of the buttons described above), the course of the
transmission can be monitored here.
IP
Displays the interface (LAN / WLAN) and the current IP address used for establishing
communication.
TIMEOUT
Indicates the remaining time (in minutes) until timeout.
Logout takes place by pressing the "LOGOUT" button or automatically 30 minutes after the last data
transmission between EWIO-M and browser.
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5.3 Menus
5.3.1

Device

5.3.1.1

Device/Configuration/General/HW basics

The term "HW basics" is a combination of all information and actions related to the identification of
the hardware and the firmware version.
Device name
The device name is freely selectable (max. 255 characters, excluding spaces and symbols).
It becomes only effective, after restarting (rebooting) the device and will then appear both in the
navigation tree and also as device name on the start page of the EWIO-M.
Serial number and MAC address
The serial number is assigned to the device and allocated by the manufacturer.
It cannot be changed.
The MAC address (also called Ethernet address) is the device ID for the Ethernet.
It is also allocated by the manufacturer and cannot be changed.
Firmware
The firmware is divided into
- Kernel (Linux kernel)
- Root-FS (Linux operating system)
- User space (user data)
The creation data of the particular firmware component is output.
This allows clear identification of the firmware used.
Rebooting the device
If this checkbox was checked, a restart of the EWIO-M will be carried out.
This may be necessary, for example, after a firmware update.
After checking the checkbox and sending the data to the EWIO-M, a countdown window is shown
in which the time is shown after which the device will be ready again.
Once the countdown is complete, the start page of the EWIO-M is automatically reloaded.
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Figure: Menu Device / Configuration / General / HW basics
Firmware Update
The firmware can be exchanged and thus updated by pressing the "Update ..." button.
The firmware update shall be demonstrated using the kernel as an example. The procedure is
basically the same for all firmware components.
The update starts by clicking on the "Update Kernel" button.
This opens a window, in which the file for the update must be selected.
It can be selected in a file dialog window by pressing the "Browse" button.
In the case of the kernel, this file must contain the character sequence "uImage".
After clicking on the "Send data" button, this file will be sent to the EWIO-M.
Depending on the size of the file, this operation may take up to one minute or longer.
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Figure: Selecting a file for the update
If sending the file was successful, the following message appears:

Figure: Sending file to the EWIO-M was successful
After clicking on the OK button, the usual hardware basics window appears again, but with an
installation window in the middle.
Click on "Install".
The installation process will now start by installing the previously loaded file.
Installation takes place in two steps:
- The corresponding area on the flash is deleted
- The previous loaded file is copied to the deleted area
During installation a window is shown in which the operations can be viewed in detail.
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Figure: Results window of the update
The installation progress is shown step by step.
Once installation is completed, press "OK" to return to the "Hardware basics" standard window.
To execute the new update, the EWIO-M must be rebooted.
This can be done by pressing the Reset button on the device or by checking the "Reboot device"
check box (and clicking on the "BROWSER  EWIO" button).

Particularities of the update
The user space cannot be updated.
Changes to the user space will be done by exchanging individual files combined in packages. This
has the advantage that the configuration and measured values have to be saved only in exceptional
cases. The packages are provided with a certain version number and are updated by pressing the
"Update Package ..." button.
The packages are always updated to the medium from which booting took place.
This can be either the flash or the SD card.
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5.3.1.2

Device/Configuration/General/Memory

The menu shows the assignment of memory space of the flash and of the SD card (if available).
Moreover, the file system used of the SD card and presence of the user space containing the user
data.

Figure: Menu Device/Configuration/General/Memory
In this menu, different actions can be carried out.
The common feature of all actions is that they are triggered by pressing the "BROWSER  EWIO"
button and that after completion a reboot of the EWIO-M is carried out.
Formatting the SD card
A new SD card is usually formatted with vfat.
This format has the advantage that it can be read both by the Windows and Linux systems.
However, the file rights of Linux files are not saved. This may prevent programs from being started
due to missing rights.
This is why a file formatted with vfat must first be formatted with the Linux format ext2.
This format is an original Linux file system and ensures, among other things, the assignment of
rights to the files.
If the SD card is to be used merely as exchange medium for data, vfat can be left as the file system.
However, in this case, the SD card cannot be used as memory for the user space.
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Copying user space from the flash to the SD card
If this option has been checked, the user space will be copied from the flash to the SD card.
Of course, this will only function if you are working with the flash (flash as booting medium).
If you were to work from the SD card (SD card as booting medium), it would self-destroy.
A suitable control function prevents accidental faulty operation.
Copying user space from the SD card to the flash
If this option has been checked, the user space will be copied from the SD card to the flash.
Of course, this will only function if you are working with the SD card (SD card as booting medium).
If you were to work from the flash (flash as booting medium), it would self-destroy.
A suitable control function prevents accidental faulty operation.
Boot from SD card in the future
If this option has been set, the next booting will take place from the SD card.
The prerequisite is that an SD card has been plugged in, formatted and contains a user space.
This means that if a blank SD card is plugged into the EWIO, the following format will be displayed:
vfat
The SD card can be used in this way as exchange medium (see above).
For use as booting medium, the following steps are required:
1. Format the SD card ext2
2. Copy user space from the flash to the SD card
3. Check "Boot from SD card in the future"
Reboot
From now on, user space will always be booted from the SD card.
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5.3.1.3

Device/Configuration/General/System status

The system status provides an overview of the stability of the system.
Thus, it can be seen at a glance when
- the EWIO-M was started the last time
- the web interface was started the last time
- the Ethernet connection was established the last time

Figure: Menu Device/Configuration/General/System status
If the "Send eMail" checkbox is checked, an e-mail containing preconfigured text will be sent when
the associated event takes place.
The respective text can be prepared by pressing the "Content" button and filling in the
corresponding fields.
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Figure: Configuration box for the contents of an alarm mail
The address data for the e-mails are entered in a separate configuration box.
It is opened by pressing the "Configuration eMail" button.
When selecting an e-mail account, please note that it is possible to send encrypted as well as
unencrypted e-mails.
Mails are transmitted in encrypted form when the "SSL" box is marked in "Configuration eMail".
Important system messages are registered under Linux in a central log file.
The most recent entries of this log file are output each time this page is loaded.
If you want to analyze the complete log file, you can send it to an FTP server. Since data
transmission is initiated by the EWIO-M, anonymous access is sufficient here.
The configuration box for the FTP transfer can be loaded by pressing the "FTP Configuration"
button.
In addition, it is possible to access the log file via SCP/SSH or FTP.
It can be found under /config/usr/messages.
If you want to delete the log file right away, the corresponding checkbox must be activated:
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5.3.1.4

Device/Configuration/General/Password

Since the same passwords have been set in all as-delivered EWIO-M, it is imperative to change
them, before using the device in production.
During configuration, the passwords are transmitted in encrypted form.
AES / 256-bit encryption is used.

Figure: Menu Device/Configuration/General/Password
There are different passwords for the web interface and the Linux system. After entering all new
passwords, the
"BROWSER  EWIO" button must be pressed, in order to save the new settings in the EWIO-M.
If the entry is valid, "Password OK" is output, if not, an error message is output.
If these changed settings were accepted by the EWIO-M, they will become valid after the next login.
It is not necessary to change the passwords for the web interface and the Linux system at the same
time. Just leave the input mask for the password to be changed blank.
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Web interface passwords
These passwords secure communication between the browser and the web server.
They are saved on the EWIO-M in the web interface configuration (configbase/pw.json).
If this configuration is transferred to a different EWIO-M, the configured passwords also become
valid.
Please note that in all EWIO-M that communicate with one another the same passwords should be
set for the web interface.
This is necessary because the data exchange between the EWIO-M is, of course, also passwordprotected.
To be able to change a password, you must be logged in as "Administrator".
You first select the login status for which you want the password to be changed.
You then enter the password twice.
The number of characters for the passwords must be between 2 and 16.
Only digits and letters are allowed.
Linux system passwords
An Embedded Linux is used on the EWIO-M. It usually has only one user (root).
At this point, the root password for the Linux system can be changed.
The root password is required for:
-

Login on the console
Login via FTP
Login via SSH/SCP

The number of characters for the passwords must be between 2 and 16.
Only digits and letters are allowed.
Passwords at delivery:
Access
webInterface

user
Standard
Operator
Administrator

password
standard
operator
admin

Linux system

root

ewio
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5.3.1.5

Device/Configuration/General/LAN

In this menu item, the LAN connection is configured.

Figure: Menu for configuring the LAN connection
First select whether you want DHCP to receive IP addresses dynamically or whether you want the
IP addresses to be configured manually.
This is followed by configuring them.
Manual assignment of the IP address
This type of address assignment is selected when no DHCP is available.
In this case, all boxes mentioned must be filled in.
Obtain IP address automatically
For this type of addressing, a DHCP server must be available in the LAN.
Here only the host name and, if required, the domain must be entered.
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After entering all changes, you also have to press the "BROWSER  EWIO" button, in order to save
the new settings in the EWIO-M.
The changed settings become effective immediately following the transmission.

Please note:
When changes are made to the LAN settings, the current connection to the EWIO-M
may get lost!
In this case, you must log in again using the changed settings.
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5.3.1.6

Device/Configuration/General/WLAN

In this menu item, the WLAN connection is configured.
This requires an inserted USB WLAN adapter with a Ralink RT2870 or RT3070 chipset.

Figure: Menu item for configuring WLAN
There are two configuration options:
- automatic
- manual
Automatic configuration
In automatic configuration fixed preset connection configurations are executed.
The following connection attempts are made in succession:
1. Connection to a WLAN network using DHCP and the SSID "ewio_m_d"
2. Connection to a WLAN network using static IP assignment and the SSID "ewio_m_s"
3. Connection to a PC as Ad-Hoc connection with the SSID "ewio_m" (client)
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If the previous attempts have failed:
4. Creation of an Ad-Hoc network with the SSID "ewio-m" (host)
In each case, "riabtrmcqtechriabtrmcqtech" is used as key.
Manual configuration
In manual configuration, connection is established to an existing WLAN network.
Press "START", to scan the existing WLAN networks.
Network of low quality level may not be detected in each scan.
In this case, the scan must be repeated.
The EWIO-M can only be added to networks that are working in Master mode and are
WPA-encrypted.
Select a network by pressing "select" and add the IP configuration.

Figure: Display of the WLAN networks found
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The first time the menu item is opened, an entered connection is already displayed.
The reason for this is that in automatic configuration a configuration has already been entered
(here: Ad-hoc server).
When the networks found are displayed, the Ad-hoc server initiated by the EWIO-M is also
displayed.
Pressing a "select" button opens a configuration box in which the IP settings for access to the WLAN
network must be entered.

Figure: IP configuration for WLAN (DHCP)
Either DHCP or a manual IP configuration can be selected.
Please note that a DNS server must be active in your network if you want name resolution via DHCP.
In manual IP address allocation, adjust the settings to the situation of your network. The addresses
mentioned only serve as example.
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Figure: IP configuration for WLAN (manual address allocation)
Press "OK" and then "BROWSER  EWIO", to save the settings to the EWIO-M.
The settings become effective after the next reboot.
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5.3.1.7

Device/Configuration/General/Time setting

The EWIO-M has an internal real-time clock (RTC), which provides the device with the current time.
The RTC also allows the device to get through power failures without losing the correct time.
This time can (and should) be set regularly.

Figure: Menu Device/Configuration/General/Time setting
First the current times are output to the EWIO-M:
- Local time
- Time in GMT (=UTC, universal time)
The time can be set in three different ways:
- via PC (applying the PC time)
- manually
- via time server (applying the time by selecting a time server)
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Setting the time via PC
The PC time is entered automatically in the fields provided.

Figure: Setting the time via PC
Setting the time manually
Enter the current time in the fields provided.
The entry format is shown below the fields.

Figure: Setting the time manually
Setting the time via time server
Here a time server is selected, and the daily call time is set.
In case the time server cannot be reached, a second (backup) server is selected.
For test purposes, the set time server can also be called immediately to check the connection.

Figure: Setting the time via time server
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The list of time servers on offer can be changed by pressing the "Edit server list" button. In doing so,
the format shown underneath must be observed.
If "DHCP" was entered in the IP configuration, both names and IP addresses can be entered.
Otherwise only IP addresses are allowed.

Figure: Editing the server list

For the local time (including summertime / standard time switchover) to be displayed correctly, the
time zone setting is important.
It is independent of the type of time setting.
Here the local time is selected on the basis of the cities listed by pressing the "Set time zone"
button.

Figure: Setting the time zone
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5.3.2

Device / Configuration / IO

In this menu item, all internal IO drivers are listed.
They always provide their own configuration menus, which can be edited at this point in the web
interface.
For details on the drivers and their structure, please refer to the document
"EWIO-M Driver System Interface 1.02.pdf".

Figure: Example of an IO configuration menu (mct_pin_di_0)
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5.3.3

Device / Configuration / IO extended

In this menu item, all extended IO modules are listed.
They include all devices connected to the extension bus.
The devices are mounted while de-energized and then switched on together with the EWIO-M.
Alternatively, it is also possible to stop the driver for the extension modules during operation.
After this, changes can be made, for example adding or removing modules or even address changes
in the modules.
After completion of the changes, the driver must be restarted, in order to register the modules
again.

Figure: Starting / stopping the driver for the extension modules (mct_paa_master)
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If physical changes are made to the extension modules (address change, change of the number of
modules) WITHOUT stopping the mct_paa_master beforehand, the extension bus will enter an
irreversible fault mode. This is documented by a rapidly flashing boot LED and by messages in the
Sys Log and MBus Log. In this case, the EWIO-M and the extension modules must be restarted.
The name of the extension modules is composed of the driver used and the address number set on
the device. This uniquely identifies each extension module.
The extension modules each provide their own configuration menus, which can be edited at this
point in the web interface.
For details on the drivers and their structure, please refer to the document
"EWIO-M Driver System Interface 1.02.pdf".

Figure: Example of an "IO extended" configuration menu (mct_paa_do4_0)
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5.3.4

Device / Data / IO

In the "Device/Data/IO" menu, the individual IOs can be set and/or read out independently of one
another.
The data of the IO modules found in the "Configuration" directory are shown under their module
name.

Figure: Menu "Device/Data/IO" using the module mct_spi_aio as an example
Depending on the driver, individual ports can be set or read.
For details on the individual IOs, please refer to the document
"EWIO-M Driver System Interface 1.02.pdf".
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5.3.5

Device / Data / IO extended

In the "Device/Data/IO extended" menu, the IOs of the connection extension modules can be set
and/or read out independently of one another.
The data of the extension modules found in the "Configuration" directory are shown under their
module name.

Figure: Menu "Device/Data/IO extended" using the module mct_paa_do4_0 as an example
Depending on the device, individual ports can be set or read.
In addition to the known buttons for data update, the data can also be polled periodically.
Intervals in steps between 5 s and 1 min can be set.
The checkbox shown in front of the selection allows the interval mode to be switched on or off.
For details on the individual IOs, please refer to the document
"EWIO-M Driver System Interface 1.02.pdf".
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5.3.6

Links

To allow convenient navigation between several EWIO-M, the navigation has been set up in a way
to allow you not only to make the settings of your own EWIO-M, but also to allow you to go to
other EWIO-M using links.
These links must be stored beforehand on the EWIO-M.
To configure the links, select "Links/Configuration/Links" in the navigation.

Figure: Configuring a link
The links you want to have displayed in the navigation must be included in this list.
In doing so, the format shown must be observed.
After sending the entries to the EWIO-M, the navigation updated and the names of the links appear
under "Links/Link to".
Upon clicking a name, the program jumps immediately to the start page of the EWIO-M in
question.
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5.3.7

Applications

5.3.7.1

Introduction

The EWIO-M allows applications to be created and executed.
Applications are small programs that allow connections between the IOs to be switched. They allow
simple allocations between outputs and inputs and also controllers to be implemented.
However, in addition to that, any programs can be started and evaluated.
Thus, measured values can also be edited by an application, following an M-Bus query. Evaluation
of measured values can trigger an event. They in turn can trigger sending an e-mail or switching a
relay.

Figure: Menu "Applications/Created using the example application "S0M_convert"
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For M-Bus devices, a few applications for recurring applications have been prepared:
S0M_convert
MBus_event
convert_R_PT100
convert_R_PT1000
factor_include

Converting the pulses of an S0/M converter (METZ CONNECT) into meter counts
Example of triggering an event by a measured value threshold
Converting PT100 resistance values into temperature values
Converting PT1000 resistance values into temperature values
The factor given in the configuration is included in the measured value
calculation.

For use, the applications must have been started.
When configuring the M-Bus counters, the matching application must then be entered for the
relevant data point, if necessary (see there).
The starting point for your own applications is a template ("newApplication") and a few example
applications.
You can also add already created applications to the EWIO-M or take existing applications from the
EWIO-M.
See item "5.3.10.1 File transfer / Configuration".
Clicking on the "newApplication" template or an example application will open it. It can then be
started, stopped or changed.
To start / stop it, select one of the two radio buttons.
It is then executed as usual by clicking the "BROWSER  EWIO" sending button.

Figure: Start/Stop buttons
When an application is started, the icon at the center of the navigation tree turns green.
If the application was stopped, the icon at this position is red.
This allows you to see at a glance which applications are active.
A restart of the EWIO-M will also automatically start the previously active applications.
This guarantees that, for example following a power failure, after the booting phase the EWIO-M
will execute the same applications as before.
It is also possible to access the IOs of other EWIO-M. The instructions to do so are created by the
tool "IO". This means that an event on EWIO-M 1 can, for example, switch a relay on EWIO-M 2. For
more details, please refer to "Application Tools".
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To create a new application, open the "newApplication" template under "Applications/New".

Figure: Template for creating a new application
You can now make changes to this template.
Next you have to give it a name of your own.
The name may include the characters A-Z, a-z, 0-9 and "_".
This application is executed in the EWIO-M as a Linux shell script.
This script is shown in the Edit window and can be modified there.
Tools are available that give support for writing the script.
They insert codes into the script that reduce sources of error and make for more convenient
programming of scripts.
The functions of the tools are described separately in the "Application Tools" section.
Finally, an application can also be deleted.
If you click this checkbox and then press the "BROWSER  EWIO" sending button, the application
will be irretrievably deleted from the EWIO-M.
The "newApplication" template is intended as starting point for your own applications.
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However, it also allows you to modify existing applications (such as the example applications) by
giving them a new name and changing the script.
When writing a script, please note that scripts must be interpreted during execution and therefore
run more slowly than executable binary files.
This is particularly true of an embedded system.
This is why the number of size of applications running simultaneously should be limited to a small
number.
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5.3.7.2

Structure of the script

The script is executed in the EWIO-M as a shell script.
This is why its syntax must meet the requirements. For details on this, please refer to the extensive
literature available on this topic.
#!/bin/sh
# Description:
# This is a new application template.
# Cycle (in us):
CYCLE=1000000
# Declaration:
# Initialization - runs one time:
# Body - runs cyclic:
while true; do
# ... code
usleep $CYCLE
done
Figure: Script of the "newApplication" template
The template is divided into three areas:
-

Declaration
Variables, constants and functions are declared in this area.

-

Initialization
In this section, the actions to be executed once at the beginning of the program are entered.
These may be initializations or else functions to be executed once.

-

Cyclic section
All actions to be carried out cyclically must be entered within the while loop.
They include, for example, regular polling of IO inputs.
The length of a cycle is defined using the CYCLE variable.
If no cyclic actions are to be carried out, this section must be deleted.
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5.3.7.3

Application Tools

Tools give support when programming scripts.
After a tool has been selected and then configured, the corresponding code is inserted into the
script.
The currently available tools are described below.

Figure: Currently available tools
IOs
This tool can be used to select all available IOs.
It prepares reading or writing an IO.
In addition, it can be output on the console for test purposes.

Figure: Selecting a port for writing
Multi-level select boxes are used to first select the EWIO-M, then the driver and finally the relevant
port. To select IO ports of other EWIO-M, they must have been listed under Configuration / Links.
You also have to define whether read or write access to the port is desired.
If "Output" has been enabled, an output takes place via the console (for troubleshooting only).
Pressing the OK button converts the setting into a function and includes it in the declaration
section of the script.
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In the following example, the relay K1 is to be set.
To this end, the IO port mct_spi_dio / K1 is selected as shown in the above figure.

write_K1()
{
io="/sys/bus/platform/drivers/mct_spi_dio/mct_dop.00-03.0-1-0.0/output"
write_K1=$(($1 << 0))
/config/bin/set_io $io $write_K1 1
}

Figure: Example of the function write_K1 ()
To call the function, the call must be placed in the initialization or cyclic section of the script.
write_K1 0
write_K1 1

# sets the relay K1 to 0
# sets the relay K1 to 1

If "read" was selected instead, the function looks like this.
read_K1()
{
io="/sys/bus/platform/drivers/mct_spi_dio/mct_dop.00-03.0-1-0.0/output"
read_K1=$(/config/bin/get_io $io 1)
read_K1=$((read_K1 >> 0))
}

Figure: Example of the function read_K1 ()
The value read is determined by loading the function. It is then available in a variable of the same
name.
read_K1
echo $read_K1

# Loads the function
# Outputs the value read to the console

How to apply this tool can also be seen from the example applications.
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Cycle
This tool can be used to conveniently select the cycle time.
The cycle time is the time between two calls of the instructions within the while loop of the script.
For reasons of performance, this time should be at least 100 ms.
Shorter times are automatically increased to this value.
The tool sets the CYCLE variable in the script to the set value.

Figure: Setting the cycle time
Sensor
The analog inputs of drivers and of external devices can be configured as resistance inputs. If a
temperature sensor is connected to such a resistance input (e.g. PT100), not only the measured
resistance, but also the temperature calculated from it are of interest.
The converter function can be used to convert resistance values into temperature values.
The connected sensor is selected under "Sensor type".
The desired unit of measurement is set under "Temperature".
The number format for the result can be defined under "Output".
For the output of the values, float should be selected, while for further processing of the
temperature values, integer is often better.

Figure: Setting the parameters for the sensor data conversion
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The set parameters are converted into a function and included in the declaration section of the
script.
sensor_conv_PT100_C_INT()
{
sensor_conv_PT100_C_INT=$(/config/bin/sensor_conv $1 PT100 C INT)
}

Figure: Example of the function sensor_conv_PT100_C_INT()
To convert a resistance value, the resistance is indicated as a parameter.
# Convert resistance value to temperature value (PT100, Celsius, Format INT)
sensor_conv_PT100_C_INT $read_analog0

Figure: Example of converting a resistance value into a temperature value
E-mail
The "eMail" tool is used to send a notification by e-mail when an event occurs.
Such events can be defined by you as part of script programming.
This can be exceeding a certain threshold value or the result of evaluating a digital input. System
results that can be evaluated via the shell can also be used as trigger. As already described above,
exceeding or falling below measured value limits can also be evaluated.
The "eMail" tool is used to define a function containing all the sender, provider, recipient
information, etc. Loading the function will then trigger the sending of the e-mail thus prepared

Figure: E-mail form to fill the function
The set parameters are converted into a function and included in the declaration section of the
script.
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sendmail_1()
{
email="/var/email"
echo "From:mc-ewio@t-online.de" > $email
echo "Subject:subject" >> $email
echo "" >> $email
echo "text" >> $email
echo $1 >> $email
sendmail -f mc-ewio@t-online.de -S 127.0.0.1:8828 -aumc-ewio@t-online.de apCassiopeia1 myName@provider.com < /var/email
}

Figure: Example of the function sendmail_1() with SSL-encryption
The text is entered as subject in the "subject" line of the form.
The text can be output from the form as text.
Text can be appended, which may contain current data as the parameter.
datum=`date`
echo $datum
sendmail_1 "The actually time on EWIO-M is $datum"
echo mail sended

Figure: Example of sending an e-mail with current content (here: date, time)
When selecting an e-mail account, please note that it is possible to send encrypted as well as
unencrypted e-mails.
The mails are sent encrypted when marking the "SSL" in "Configuration eMail".
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5.3.8

M-Bus

The M-Bus menus are divided into "Configuration" and "Data".
"Configuration" groups together all menus that are required for start-up and setup of the M-Bus
devices. In operation, they only have to be edited in exceptional cases.
"Data" groups together all menus that are of interest in operation:
-

Measured values query (current and saved ones)
Message query on the state of M-Bus devices
Counter availability check

The individual configuration steps are described in chronological order, as would also be the case in
practice.
In particular in the M-Bus menus, small icons with an "i" have been inserted in settings that have
different options. To obtain information on these settings, just click the icon.
Naming information
To have a catchy name for M-Bus devices, for the sake of simplicity they are often named as
"counters" in the description and also in the web interface.
This collective name is also understood as meaning M-Bus devices whose main task is not
"counting" quantities.

5.3.8.1

Preparations

It is assumed that all M-Bus devices have been connected to the M-Bus terminals of the EWIO-M, as
explained in the description of the device.
Prior to the M-Bus configuration, it is recommended to check the time under
Configuration/General/Time setting and set it, if necessary.
This is important to ensure that the time stamps added to each measured value are correct.
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5.3.8.2

Identification of M-Bus devices

The EWIO-M provides a convenient method of identifying and configuring connected M-Bus
devices.
To do so, go to the menu "MBus/Configuration/General/Adding a counter".

Figure: Start screen in the menu "MBus/Configuration/General/Add Counter"
Here you can first set the bus and the baud rate.
Bus
-

MBus
This is the M-Bus connected to the terminal blocks.

-

System
To be able to configure and query the internal IOs and S0 inputs in the same way as the
M-Bus devices on the M-Bus, they have also received an M-Bus protocol interface.
This interface can also be used to address extension modules.
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Figure: Selection of "System" as a bus (shown in the example with 1 extension module)
Baud rate
- 300 Bd
- 2400 Bd
- 9600 Bd
Only the baud rates recommended by the M-Bus protocol are supported.
If it is known at which baud rate the connected devices will respond to is known, it can be set and
the search started. Otherwise, the search should be repeated with all baud rates.
It is recommended starting with lowest one and then using the next higher baud rate. This ensures
that during configuration at a later stage the highest possible baud rate is set in each case.
Now the search can be started. To do so, press the "EWIO  BROWSER" button.
In the display box of the search address, the search progress can be monitored.
When the message "Search finished" appears above the search address, the search for the baud rate
given is finished.
A search procedure can be canceled at any time by pressing the "Cancel search" button.
Depending on the baud rate and the number of counters, a search can take several minutes.
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Figure: M-Bus search in progress at 9600 bd
Once all counters have been found for a baud rate, they can be added to the navigation for further
processing.
To add all counters marked in the "CONFIG" column to the navigation, press the
"BROWSER  EWIO" button. This will reset any primary addresses already set.
The search process is now repeated for all baud rates of interest.
The search can be repeated at any time.
Thus, it is also possible, for example, first to search and configure all counters at 9600 bd and then
repeat this process also for the remaining baud rates.
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Meaning of the table columns:
COUNT
Continuous number of the counters found. Not identical to the position of the counters described
later.
This makes it possible to check for many counters whether all have been found.
M-Bus ID
M-Bus ID (= secondary address) of the counter found.
PRIM-ADR
Primary address of the counter found
STATE
Counter status with respect to their configuration status.
Counters that have already been configured receive a green "config", unconfigured counters receive
a red "no config"
CONFIG
Checkbox to select whether a counter is to be added or not to be added to the navigation.
Only counters listed in the navigation under "MBus/Configuration/Counters" can be configured later
on.
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5.3.8.3

Configuration of M-Bus devices

Once the counters of interest have been added to the navigation, they can be set up in succession.

Figure: The counters found have been added to the navigation.
To do so, click on a counter in the navigation to open the configuration menu.
The baud rate used in the search has already been preset. If an M-Bus device can be operated at
different baud rates, they can be changed here.
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Figure: Starting the configuration of M-Bus devices
During configuration a distinction is made between counters and data points.
Counter settings relate to the identification and activation of the device as a whole.
"Data points" is the name for the different measured values provided by a single counter.
This means that upon pressing the "Counter configuration" button, first the device parameters are
established.
A configuration box appears in which all required settings can be made via several tabs.
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Figure: Adding a standard M-Bus counter
"Parameters" tab
Name
Defines the name under which the counter is saved to the system.
The presetting used for the name is the bus ID.
If the name is changed, the following conditions apply:
Characters from A...Z, a...z, 0...9 ,-_
Counter type
The default setting is "Standard MBus counter".
If the connected device is a METZ CONNECT 4-channel S0/M converter, use the setting
"4-channel S0/M converter".
If the connected device is a METZ CONNECT 4-channel T/M converter, use the setting
"4-channel T/M converter".
For all other counters, leave the setting at "Standard MBus counter".
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Primary addressing
The counter can be assigned a primary address.
This is recommended as the counter readout will be accelerated thereby.
The reason is that in primary addressing fewer telegrams per query are required. If there are
problems with primary addressing or if a counter does not support it, secondary addressing can be
used (uncheck checkbox).
Background of using primary addresses
Reset primary address
After the counter search, all counters found and not configured are reset to a reset primary
address.
Normally they would be set to 0.
However, since there are counters that do not allow this, it is possible to define a different
primary address as reset primary address, for example, 250 in the as-delivered EWIO-M.
Setting
The primary address is set after the configuration.
Setting can be prevented by unchecking the "Primary addressing" checkbox in the counter
configuration.
After booting, all configured (and enabled) counters receive a new primary address.
Counters that have not been enabled for primary addressing do not receive a primary
address and are thus automatically given a secondary address.
The primary addresses are assigned starting with address 10.
This decision has been made in order to avoid address conflicts with added counters.
As-delivered M-Bus counters have in most cases a primary address under 10.
If a counter does not support primary addressing, it is automatically addressed via the
secondary address.
Emergencies
It may happen that a counter does not respond to its configured primary address.
This can have the following reasons:
- A new counter was installed whose primary address was not yet reset and has
therefore collided with a counter of the same primary address.
- A counter has had a power failure and its primary address was reset.
After a first unsuccessful query by the counter_controller, the primary address is deleted by
the counter_controller.
This is followed by a second query which, due to the primary address being no longer
present, will be performed by the mbus_controller by means of the secondary address.
Only when this query is also unsuccessful, will the counter be considered unreachable.
A deleted primary address remains deleted until it is newly assigned (automatically once a
day) or until the configuration is saved again.
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"Measuring point" tab
The entries under this tab are optional.
They can be left completely or partly blank.
Counter number
Here the counter number of the queried counter can be entered.
Client
Here, a distinction according to organizational aspects is possible, e.g. different customers.
Consumer number
Here, a distinction according to organizational aspects is possible, e.g. different data evaluators.
"Metering Code" tab
The entries under this tab are optional.
The metering code is a description of a measuring point that is unique worldwide.
It is used for unique identification in large networks and is composed of different components:
Country e.g. DE for Germany (2 letters)
PLZ zip code (5 digits)
Operator network operator identification (6 digits)
Measuring point ID - counting point number (20 alphanumeric characters)
After establishing the device parameters, the data points are configured.
This is done by pressing the "EWIO  BROWSER" button.
This will set the counter to the desired baud rate and inquire a complete measured value telegram
from the counter. Depending on the counter, this could also be several telegrams.
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Figure: Display of the data points after query by the M-Bus
The measured value telegram is evaluated as defined in the M-Bus protocol, and the result is
displayed in clearly organized form.
The general information of the telegram is displayed at the right top:
Time stamp, showing the exact query time, MBus ID of the counter, the number of previous access
operations and the error status.
The columns have the following meaning:
TELE
The number of the received telegram.
REC
The record number within the telegram represents a data point.
DESCRIPTION
Description of the data point.
It may happen that a data point contains a proprietary data format specified by the manufacturer
in question. This format cannot be evaluated by the M-Bus protocol.
In this case, the field contains the designation "manufacturer specific".
VALUE
Measured value contained in the data point.
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If the DESCRIPTION contains the remark "manufacturer specific", the byte sequence for the
measured value is output as VALUE. It can be evaluated later on, if necessary.
UNIT
Unit of the measured value.
In the "SELECT" column, you can now select which data points you want to be saved to the
database. In doing so, one or more data points can be selected.
For all data points selected by means of SELECT, a "more" button appears in the last column.
Upon pressing it, the configuration menu for this data point is displayed.

Figure: Data point configuration menu
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The configuration menu for the data points is divided into three tabs.
Under "Parameters", the most important parameters are set:
"Parameters" tab
Interval
Definition of the interval at which the counters are cyclically read out.
The following values are possible:
1 min
5 min (00:00, 00:05, 00:10, ...)
15 min (00:00, 00:15, 00:30, 00:45, 01:00, ... )
30 min (00:00, 00:30, 01:00, ... )
1 h (00:00, 01:00, 02:00, ... )
2 h (00:00, 02:00, 04:00, ... )
4 h (00:00, 04:00, 08:00, ... )
6 h (00:00, 06:00, 12:00, ... )
12 h (00:00, 12:00, ... )
daily (00:00)
weekly (Mondays 00:00)
monthly (1.1. 00:00, 1.2. 00:00, ...)
quarterly (1.1. 00:00, 1.4. 00:00, ...)
semi-annually (1.1. 00:00, 1.7. 00:00, ...)
annually (1.1.2000 00:00, 1.1.2001 00:00, ...)
none (no cyclic readout)
Readout from
The counter will not be read out prior to the date entered.
The first actual readout date depends on the configuration of the "Interval" parameter.
Factor U / Factor I
In same cases, the measurement result must be multiplied by a factor, for example when a prescaler
has been connected to the counter.
In such a case, specify the factor U (voltage divider) or factor I (current divider).
The final value is then calculated from both factors and written to the database.
In all other cases, leave the factor at 1.
Primary counters
Selects whether the counter in question is a primary counter.
Primary counters are electronic counters that include the U/I conversion factors when displaying the
count.
no: Display without U/I conversion factors
yes: Display includes U/I conversion factors
The count is displayed under "MBus/Configuration/Counter", "Current Data".
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Application
Selects the application which the readout data are to be applied to.
If "none" is selected, no application is used.
Please note:
For an application to be executed, it must have been started in the "Applications" folder.
Details:
The application receives the name of the M-Bus file containing the measured values as a parameter
and the number of the data point of interest.
After being processed by the application, the changed M-Bus file is read again and the measured
value is written to the database.
Several applications can be combined by saving them to a new application and then selecting the
latter.
"Options" tab
The entries under this tab are optional.
OBIS index
The OBIS index can be used to identify a measured value.
If desired, here you can enter the OBIS index matching this measured value.
Example: 1-0:1.8.0*255
Description
This entry can be used to describe the function of a data point in more detail.
The designation provided by the M-Bus under the "DESCRIPTION" parameter is entered as starting
value.
Factor
Here you can enter the factor by which the measured values are to be multiplied.
The factor provided by the M-Bus under the "FACTOR" parameter is entered as starting value.
If the measured value multiplied by this factor is to be saved to the database, the relevant
application ("factor_include") must be selected.
Unit
Here you can enter the unit to be assigned to the saved measured values. It can be kWh, m3 or any
other unit of measurement.
The unit provided by the M-Bus under the "UNIT" parameter is entered as starting value.
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Once all entries have been made, the configuration is saved to the parameter database.
This is done by pressing the "BROWSER  EWIO" button.
After saving, the primary address is set automatically for this counter if this was specified in the
counter configuration.
Finally the navigation is updated. The icon, which is now green, shows that the counter in question
was configured successfully.
At the same time, this counter will be added to "MBus / Data / Counters".

Figure: Configured counter in the navigation after saving
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It is also possible to configure a counter WITHOUT data points, for example if you do not want to
read it out temporarily.
In this case, the counter will receive a yellow icon in the navigation and no entry under
"MBus / Data / Counters".

Figure: Configuration of a counter WITHOUT data points
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Configuration of S0/M converters
The configuration of S0/M converters requires additional entries.
First the counter type "4xS0/M converter (BTR), DIx/S0X” is selected in the counter configuration.

Figure: Counter configuration of the 4xS0/M converter
If the data points are now queried by pressing "EWIO  BROWSER", in addition to the entries
already known, the "Freeze value" box also appears at the top right corner.
This entry only appears for counters with MC-typical implementation of the freeze mechanism. A
freeze value is a value that will be "frozen" at a certain time.
Background:
At a defined time (interval time), all counters should be queried.
Since the counters are queried in succession, the actual readout time is more or less after the
interval time.
To avoid this delay, a "freeze" command will be sent at the interval time, after which all counters
equipped with this feature will save the measured value exactly at this time.
Current value:
Tele 1, Rec 1
Freeze value:
Tele 1, Rec 3
The desired value can be selected via the SELECT column.
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The configuration of the data points has a tab for additional entries required for S0 evaluation.
However, this only affects data points that contain S0 information.
They are marked in the data point listing with a * (for "special configuration") (see following figure).

Figure: Data points with additional S0 configuration (marked with *)
If they are selected via SELECT, the additional tab "S0/M" is obtained in addition to the tabs already
discussed.
Here all converter-specific entries are grouped together.
The following describes only those settings that are different from the default settings for M-Bus
counters.
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Figure: S0/M tab
S0/M tab
Initial count
Here you can enter the count displayed on the counter.
The number of decimal places is taken into account when saving the measured values.
Background:
To ensure that the saved values and the display on the counter are identical, the following value
must be added to the calculation:
Count =
((Total pulse count - Initial pulse count) / Pulse per unit) + Initial count
Initial pulse count
This box is filled in automatically. It cannot be changed.
Background:
For security reasons, the pulse counts of S0/M converters cannot be reset.
This is why this quantity must be subtracted from the new pulses added.
If the installation key was pressed on the S0/M converter after installation, the converter will have
memorized the pulse count at this point in time and will now output it as starting pulse count.
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If, however, the key was not pressed, any pulses that may have occurred will have been added by
the converter to the pulse count. In this case, the message "Check!!" will be displayed. It indicates
that the relationship between pulse count and starting pulse count may have to be checked.
Pulses / unit
Here you can enter how many pulses/unit the counter outputs at its S0 interface.
Any prescalers present must be taken into account.
Example:
1000 pulses/unit and prescaler 10:1 given an entry of 100.
"Options" tab
Since S0/M converters can only measure pulses, the parameters factor and unit remain blank by
default. Here you can assign suitable values to the pulses.
Factor
Here you can enter the factor by which the measured values are to be multiplied.
If the measured value multiplied by this factor is to be saved to the database, the relevant
application ("factor_include") must be selected.
Unit
Here you can enter the unit to be assigned to the saved measured values. It can be kWh, m3 or any
other unit of measurement.
"Parameters" tab
To make sure that the measured value is really calculated using the entries made here, an
application must be selected that will execute this task. Otherwise, the S0 pulse value provided by
the M-Bus will be saved to the database.
For the conversion of S0 pulses into the desired measured value, an application has already been
prepared: "S0M_convert". It is selected under the "Parameters" tab.
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Figure: Selecting an application for S0/M conversion
Finally the configuration of the data point is saved again, as already described above.
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Configuration of T/M converters
The configuration of T/M converters requires additional entries.
First "4xT/M converter (BTR), AIx" is selected in the counter configuration as the counter type.

Figure: Counter configuration of the T/M converter
The configuration of the data points has a tab for additional entries required for evaluation.
However, this only affects the data point that contains temperature information.
It is marked in the data point listing with a * (for "special configuration") (see following figure).
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Figure: Data point with additional temperature configuration (marked with *)
If it is selected via SELECT, the additional tab "T/M" is obtained in addition to the tabs already
discussed.
Here all converter-specific entries are grouped together.
The following describes only those settings that are different from the default settings for M-Bus
counters.
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Figure: Special configuration for the 4xT/M converter
T/M tab
Sensor type
The list box contains all temperature sensors that can be connected.
Select the one that was connected to the inputs.
Alternatively, it is also possible to select the resistance value.
The measured value thus selected is output to Tele 1, Rec 3.
The set list number is displayed (starting with 0) in Tele 1, Rec 4.
Background:
The T/M converter measures the resistance value of the sensors and converts it into a temperature
according to the selected characteristic.
Temp. Offset
Entry of an offset value in steps of 1/10°C.
This allows the measured value to be corrected by a small amount.
After configuration, the correction value appears in Tele 1, Rec 5.
Example:
Entry: 5 -> Measured value + 0.5 °C
Entry: -5 -> Measured value - 0.5 °C
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Independently of this, automatic cable length compensation is also possible.
(See also converter instruction leaflet.)
A value set there is displayed in Tele 1, Rec 2.
Background:
The correction value entered is added to the measured value in the T/M converter.

Figure: Example of a completed tab for a T/M converter
Finally the configuration of the data point is saved again, as already described above.
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5.3.8.4

Interfaces and extension modules as M-Bus devices

To ensure that EWIO-M device interfaces and extension modules can be addressed uniformly via the
web interface, they can also be reached via the M-Bus protocol.
Note:
For some IO interfaces, the "Mode" in the device configuration ("Device/Configuration/IO") must be
set to active, before it can be used as M-Bus device.
The sequence of configuring internal interfaces will now be described with reference to two
examples.
The configuration sequence is basically similar to that of "external" M-Bus devices.
1. Internal S0 inputs
If the DI inputs are to be used as S0 inputs, their mode must be set to "S0" in the device
configuration.
Then the menu "MBus/Configuration/General/Adding a counter" is opened again.

Figure: Selecting an internal interface with the M-Bus protocol (here: S01)
Here "System" is selected as the bus and "mct_pin_di0" as the driver.
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This driver operates the DI1/S01 interface (see also documentation for the EWIO-M driver).
This "M-Bus device" is now added to the navigation by pressing the
"BROWSER  EWIO" button.
This is followed by configuring the counter.
In this case, "4xS0/M converter (BTR), DIx/S0x” is entered under counter type.

Figure: Configuring the counter of an internal S0/M converter
The "Measuring Point" and "Metering Code" tabs are again optional.
This is followed by loading the data points ("EWIO  BROWSER" button).
The following figure is similar to the one already known from the S0/M converter configuration
described above.
In contrast to an external 4xS0/M converter, the starting pulse count in a new installation is 0.
If during the period between switching on the EWIO-M and configuring the internal S0/M converter
pulses are already received, they will be first counted in record 1.
In contrast, record 3 will retain the pulse count at the switch-on time (here 0).
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Figure: Configuring the data points of an internal S0/M converter
Thus, the pulse count in record 3 corresponds to the starting pulse count at the switch-on time of
the EWIO-M.
In the first data query, this pulse count is applied to record 3, which thus corresponds to the
current count starting from this time.

Figure: Parameter settings, S0/M and options for the internal S0/M converter
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Another difference between external 4xS0/M converters and internal S0/M converters is that the
pulse values are only saved at the set cycle (e.g. every 15 minutes).
Assuming a power failure, this could result in pulses getting lost. During the booting phase of the
EWIO-M (approx. 50 s), no pulses are counted either.
To detect this state, after a first data export following a reboot, a flag (H/N) will be set once (for the
meaning of the flags, see section 5.3.9.1).
It is recommended using the application "S0M_convert". During a restart of the EWIO-M (reboot,
power failure), it will save the last saved measured value as new starting value, to avoid that
counting starts again with 0.
2. Internal analog inputs as temperature measurement inputs
The internal analog inputs AI1 and AI2 must be configured as resistance inputs.
To do so, open the menu "Device / Configuration / IO" and select mct_spi_aio (the driver for the
analog inputs).
There the data for both analog inputs AI1 and AI2 are found under oDevices[0].oValue and
oDevices[1].oValue. The input to be used as temperature measurement input now has to be set
under "Mode" to the entry "Resistance measurement 40Ohm – 4MOhm". This is followed by saving
this change (press "BROWSER  EWIO" button).
Next it has to be configured as internal M-Bus device.
To do so, the menu "MBus/Configuration/General/Adding a counter" is opened again.
Configuration of other internal interfaces and extension modules is similar. The main differences lie
in the data points. For details see documentation "EWIO-M Driver M-Bus-Interface 1.02.pdf".
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Figure: Selection of an internal analog input as M-Bus device (here: AI1)
The input AI1 is always assigned the M-Bus-ID xxxxx200-SYS-10-14 and the input AI2 is assigned the
address xxxxx201-SYS-10-14.
For details on the address conventions, please refer to the manual "EWIO-M Driver MBus Interface
1.02.pdf", section 4.
This "M-Bus device interface" is now added to the navigation by pressing the
"BROWSER  EWIO" button.
This is followed by configuring the counter.
In this case, "4xT/M-Converter (BTR), AIx" is entered under "Counter Type".
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Figure: Counter configuration for an internal T/M converter
The "Measuring Point" and "Metering Code" tabs are again optional.
This is followed by loading the data points (button "EWIO  BROWSER").
Here the record for the resistance measurement is selected.
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Figure: Selection of the record for the resistance measurement
Under "Parameter" the application "convert_R_PT100" or "convert_R_PT1000" is now selected,
depending on the sensor to be connected. The "Options" tab has no significance.

In the applications mentioned, you can define how to interpret the resistance found. Adjustments
are also possible, for example output in Kelvin instead of °C.
Finally the configuration is saved (button "BROWSER  EWIO").
The measurement can be checked for correctness under "MBus / Data / Counter / <Counter
name>".
Here the current value is queried (see also section 5.3.8.9).
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Correction of the temperature value
Measured temperature values may differ from the actual value, for example due to the effect of the
resistance of the measuring line.
Here the EWIO-M offers two correction options:
1. Cable length adjustment
The following steps must be carried out:
1. A commercially available resistance in the order of magnitude of 10-100 Ohm is required.
2. The corresponding analog input (E1/ground or E2/ground) may not be wired.
3. Press the key for the corresponding input (E1 or E2). The corresponding LED under the key
starts flashing slowly.
4. Now connect the resistance to the input in question (E1/ground or E2/ground) and press the
appropriate key. The corresponding LED under the key starts flashing quickly.
5. Now connect the resistance and the measurement line used to the input in question
(E1/ground or E2/ground) and press the appropriate key. The corresponding LED goes out.
6. The difference between the two resistance measurements ("Offset") is now saved in the
controller for the analog measurements.
7. To apply the offset, the driver must be restarted.
To do so, go to the menu "Device / IO / mct_spi_aio" and press the "BROWSER  EWIO"
button.
8. For checking purposes: Query the driver settings again ("EWIO  BROWSER") and check the
"Offset" value under oDevices[0].oValue or oDevices[1].oValue. It now contains the measured
offset. It will be taken into account in future temperature measurements.
2. Correction value
It is also possible to increase or decrease the temperature value after the measurement by a
constant quantity.
To do so, go to the menu "Applications / Created" and select the application used. There you can
edit the value for "adjustment" (line 5).
# Adjustment
adjustment=0
Write the value by which you want to correct the temperature right after the equal sign.
Examples
Increasing the value by 0.5 degrees:
adjustment=0.5
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Decreasing the value by 1 degree:
adjustment=-1
If you have connected temperature sensors to both analog inputs and you want to correct the value
differently for each input, you have the option to save the application under a different name and
enter there a different value for adjustment (see also section 5.3.7).
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5.3.8.5

Deleting M-Bus devices from the configuration

Configured counters (green or yellow icon) can be deleted from the database.
This deletes the parameters from the parameter database and also the data from the measured
values database.
At the same time, these counters are deleted from the navigation.
To do so, go to the menu "MBus/Configuration/General/Deleting a counter".

Figure: Menu for remove counters
All counters to be deleted are marked in the REMOVE column.
This is followed by pressing the "BROWSER  EWIO" button.
After updating the navigation, the delete operation is complete.
Note:
Unconfigured counters (red icon) are no longer contained in the navigation after a completed
"Reboot".
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5.3.8.6

Synchronous pulse

By default, the cyclic measured value query is controlled by an internal timer.
However, it is also possible to use an external synchronous pulse for control.
To do so, go to the menu "MBus/Configuration/General/Sync Pulse".

Figure: Menu "MBus/Configuration/General/Sync Pulse"
Upon checking the "Use Sync Pulse" checkbox, the following settings become effective.
Signal source
Selects an interface as input for the external synchronous pulse.
Prerequisite:
In the menu item "Device/Configuration/IO/mct_pin_di_x", the mode must be set to "direct".
(x = 1 .. 4).
Type of contact
Selects the flank that is to trigger the synchronous pulse.
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Sync Pulse interval
Interval at which the synchronous pulse is expected. It is usually 15 min.
Changes on this page will not become effective until a "Reboot" is carried out.
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5.3.8.7

Parameter Output

The parameters of a configured counter, including the data points, can be output as a printable
text file.
The parameters can be downloaded to the PC as a file.
This file can then be opened with an editor program such as Notepad++ and printed out.
First select the counter whose parameters you want to output.

Figure: Selecting a counter for parameter output
To load the relevant parameters from the EWIO, press the "EWIO  BROWSER" button.
All parameters are displayed in the text box of the page.
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Figure: Displaying the parameters of the selected counter
This is followed by pressing the "BROWSER  EWIO" button, to start the download of the file.
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Figure: Starting the file download
After pressing the "DOWNLOAD" button, Windows will ask you for the storage location. Enter any
directory you choose.
The filenames have the following structure:
<Device name>_<Counter name>.txt
Example:
EWIO-3f4b23 Waerme Raum1.txt
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5.3.8.8

Data query

In addition to saving the measured values to the measured values database, the data can also be
visualized via the web interface.
This serves in particular for checking the settings or for information.
It is possible to receive current data from the M-Bus and also to query saved values from the
database.
To read the measured values, open the "MBus/Data/Counters" menu and select a counter.
Use the radio buttons on the page to select between current and stored data.
The default setting is current data.
Press the "EWIO  BROWSER" button, to query current counter data via the M-Bus. The measured
values of all configured data points will be displayed.

Figure: Querying current measured values
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As in configuration, the general information of the received telegram is displayed in the top right
corner of the screen.
Time stamp, showing the exact query time, M-Bus ID of the counter, the number of previous access
operations and the error status.
The table columns have the following meaning:
TELE
The number of the received telegram.
REC
The record number within the telegram represents a data point.
DESCRIPTION
Description of the data point.
It may happen that a data point contains a proprietary data format specified by the manufacturer
in question. This format cannot be evaluated by the M-Bus protocol.
In this case, the field contains the designation "manufacturer-specific".
VALUE
Measured value contained in the data point.
If the DESCRIPTION contains the remark "manufacturer-specific", the byte sequence for the
measured value is output as VALUE. It can be evaluated later on, if necessary.
CALCULATE
In this column, the calculated measured value (calculated via U/I conversion factors and the
application) is displayed in a form that can be saved to the database (by pressing the "SAVE"
button).
UNIT
Unit of the measured value.
PRIM CTR
If the counter in question is a primary counter ("PRIM CTR" = yes), the measured value already
contains any U/I conversion factors that may be present.
Thus, the "VALUE" is identical to the display on the counter.
If the counter in question is not a primary counter ("PRIM CTR" = no), any U/I conversion factors
that may be present are not included in the "VALUE".
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Reading the stored data
Select the radio button "Stored data". Upon pressing the "Parameters" button, a selection menu for
a detailed setting of which data are to be displayed appears.

Figure: Parameters for displaying stored data
You can choose between displaying the first 24 measured values, the last 24 measured values or
24 measured values starting from a certain point in time. This makes it, for example, easy to check
from which point in time data were saved to the database (first data).
Under "Data point" (if several data points are available for this counter), you can select from which
data point onward the measured values are to be displayed.
To terminate the parameter box, press OK and to load the desired data, press "EWIO  BROWSER".
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Figure: Querying saved measured values
Since the measured values are now coming from the database, the table columns are somewhat
different:
NR
Continuous number of the displayed value.
DATA POINT
Number of the data point. An overview of all data points can be found under
"Data Server/manual/Data Points".
DATE
Date and time (time stamp) at which the measured value was saved.
VALUE
Saved measured value.
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FLAGS
Flags document the status of the measured value.
See also item "Cyclic Data Server".
DB
Database in which the measured value was found.
In addition to the database for the current measured values, there is also one for measured values
that go back further ("back file"). For more information, please refer to item
"File transfer / Data".
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5.3.8.9

Checking the availability of M-Bus devices

To obtain a quick overview of whether all configured counters can be reached by the
EWIO-M via the M-Bus, the "Live Check" function is available.
It is started via the menu "MBus/Data/General/Live Check".

Figure: Result of the "Live Check" function
All counters are listed in the order of their cyclic query.
When a telegram was received free of errors, OK appears as the RESULT.
The columns have the following meaning:
POS
The position within the cyclic query.
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NAME
The name assigned during the configuration of the counter (default = M-Bus secondary address).
SEC-ADR
M-Bus secondary address
BUS
M-Bus or system (for internal interfaces)
BR
Baud rate
PR-ADR
M-Bus primary address
RESULT
Result of the test
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5.3.8.10 Reading out messages
Apart from the system messages as queried under "Device/Configuration/General/System state",
there is also an M-Bus logfile for special M-Bus messages.
It can be reached under the menu item "MBus/Data/General/Messages".

Figure: Display of the M-Bus messages
When an mbusLog message has been filled, it will be renamed to mbusLog.bac and saved.
The mbusLog file is filled again. This ensures that log data of the size of a logfile are always present.
If you want the log data to be saved, you can either copy them from EWIO-M from the directory
"/config/usr" via SCP or copy the messages from the web interface into a text file via paste & copy.
The contents of the file in question can also be deleted by checking the corresponding checkbox.
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5.3.8.11 Short circuit on the M-Bus
A short circuit on the M-Bus is detected by carrying out a scan on the M-Bus every 5 s.
When a short circuit takes place, the boot LED starts flashing red-green. In addition, a message is
output in the M-Bus logfile. When the short circuit is eliminated, the boot LED switches back to
green, and another message is output in the M-Bus logfile.
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5.3.9

Modbus (optional)

The option described here is only available on device versions x.xxMM.
The Modbus menus are separated in "Configuration" and "Data".
"Configuration" shows all menus that are necessary for starting and settings of the Modbus devices.
Later, during operation they have to be adjusted only in exceptional cases. "Data" shows all menus
important during operation:
-

Query measured values (current and stored)
Query messages about the status of Modbus devices
Check the availability of counters

The different configuration steps are described in chronological order as they would be applied in
practice.
Small icons with an "i" appear at different setting options especially in the Modbus menus. By
clicking on such an icon you will receive direct information about this setting.

5.3.9.1

Preparation

It is necessary that all Modbus devices are connected to the Modbus terminals of the EWIO-M
(A-/B+), as mentioned in the device description.
It is recommended to check the time under Configuration/General/Time setting and if necessary to
set the time before starting the Modbus configuration.
This is important to make sure that the time stamps added to each measured value are correct.
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5.3.9.2

Modbus setting

First define the parameters of the Modbus interface.
This is done in the menu item Modbus/Configuration/General/RS485.

Figure: Parameter setting of Modbus interface
These parameters apply to all connected Modbus devices.
Bit rate:

Bit rate of Modbus interface (1200 to 115200 Bit/s)

Parity:

Parity of the Modbus interface (none / even / odd)

Repetitions max.:

Number of repetitions in case a Modbus device does not answer a query.
The value range is 0 to 10.
Factory setting is 2 (for up to 3 repetitions).
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Timeout frame / ms: Timeout in milliseconds defined at the Modbus/RTU interface for the answer
of a Modbus device. It includes the time from the end of a command to the
beginning of the answer of the Modbus device.
Value range:
0 to 1000 ms
Factory setting: 100 ms
Timeout Byte/ms: Timeout in milliseconds defined at a Modbus/RTU interface
for the time between the bytes of an answer.
It includes delays caused by the Modbus device or by the operating system.
Value range:
0 to 1000 ms
Factory setting: 100 ms
Query of internal IOs via Modbus
The internal IOs of the EWIO-M as well as possible IOs of extension modules can be queried via
Modbus/TCP. The Modbus gateways for these IOs are started by activating the checkbox. The ports
for addressing are made from the port number of these modules for Modbus/RTU + 8000.
Assignments:
mct_pin_di_0: port
mct_pin_di_1; port
mct_pin_di_2: port
mct_pin_di_3: port
mct_spi_dio: port
mct_spi_aio: port
mct_paa_di4: port
mct_paa_di10 : port
mct_paa_do4 : port
mct_paa_dio42 :port
mct_paa_ai8 : port
mct_paa_ao4 :port

= 8200
= 8201
= 8202
= 8203
= 8210
= 8220
= 81[slot]3
= 81[slot]4
= 81[slot]5
= 81[slot]6
= 81[slot]7
= 81[slot]8

Note : [slot] = address of the slot
The parameters about the Modbus interface are stored at the EWIO-M by pressing
"BROWSER  EWIO"
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5.3.9.3

Identify Modbus devices

The menu item Modbus/Configuration/General/Add counter allows selection of counters for
configuration provided the respective counter is available as template at the EWIO-M.

Figure: Adding a counter for configuration
Parameters
Bus:

Modbus

Address:

Modbus address (1 to 250)

Device type:

Select the template for this counter
Counters can only be configured if a template is available

Device name: Freely selectable name for this device.
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Press "BROWSER  EWIO" to add the counter with its device name to the configuration under
Modbus/counters.

Figure: Adding a Modbus counter to the configuration
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5.3.9.4

Configuration of a Modbus counter

Click the respective name in the navigation under Modbus/configuration to configure a counter.
The configuration window will open; its content is defined by the template for this counter.

Figure: Configuration of a Modbus counter
The data under "device" is already defined. The button "optional" allows adding of other (optional)
data for this counter.
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Figure: Menu to enter optional counter data
The possible TX frames to activate the Modbus devices are listed under TX. They are defined by the
template.
The checkbox "select" under RX allows definition of the measured values of the Modbus device that
are to be stored at the EWIO-M.
Another menu item opens when "select" is activated where the parameters for this selected data
point can be configured.
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Figure: Parameters of the data point, tab "Parameter"
The following data is defined under "Parameter
Interval
Definition of the interval in which the counter is cyclically read out.
The following values are possible:
5 min (00:00,00:05, 00:10, … )
15 min (00:00, 00:15, 00:30, 00:45, 01:00, ... )
30 min (00:00, 00:30, 01:00, ... )
1 h (00:00, 01:00, 02:00, ... )
2 h (00:00, 02:00, 04:00, … )
4 h (00:00, 04:00, 08:00, … )
6 h (00:00, 06:00, 12:00, … )
12 h (00:00, 12:00, …)
Daily (00:00)
Weekly (Mondays 00:00)
Monthly (1.1. 00:00, 1.2 00:00, … )
Quarterly (1.1. 00:00, 1.4. 00:00, … )
Half-yearly (1.1. 00:00, 1.7. 00:00, … )
Yearly (1.1.2000 00:00, 1.1.2001 00:00, … )
None (no cyclic readout)
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Start date of readout
The counter is not readout before the defined date. The first readout date depends of the
configuration of the parameter "Interval".
Factors U, I
In some cases the measuring result has to be multiplied by a factor, for example if a prescaler is
connected to the counter
Enter either the factor U (voltage divider) or factor I (current divider) in such a case. The final value
is then calculated with these factors and the measured value and stored in the data base.
In all other cases leave the factors at 1.

Figure: Specifications for the data point, tab "options"
The following data are specified under "Options" (optional):
OBIS identification code
A measured valued can be identified by the OBIS identification code.
If necessary enter here the OBIS identification code that goes with this measured value.
Example: 1-0:1.8.0*255
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Description
The function of a data point can be described more detailed with this item.
Unit
Enter here the unit to be assigned to the stored values.
It could be kWh, m3 or any other measuring unit.
The default values for description and unit are taken from the template.
When all entries are done store by pressing "BROWSER  EWIO".
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5.3.9.5

Remove Modbus device from configuration

Configured counters (green icon) can be removed from the database.
This deletes the parameters from the parameter database and the data from the measured value
database.
Also, these counters are removed from navigation.
Enter the menu item "Modbus/Configuration/General/Remove counters".

Figure: Menu item to remove counters
The counters to be deleted are marked in the column REMOVE.
Then press the button "BROWSER  EWIO".
The delete operation is finished after the navigation update.
Note:
Unconfigured counters (red icon) are no longer in the navigation after a "Reboot".
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5.3.9.6

Parameter export

The parameters of a configured counter and the data points can be exported into a printable text
file.
The parameters can be downloaded as file to the PC.
This file can be opened and printed with a Editor program such as Notepad++.
First select the counter the parameters of which are to be exported.

Figure: Selection of a counter for parameter export
The respective parameters are loaded from EWIO-M by pressing the button "EWIO  BROWSER".
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Now all parameters are shown in the text box of the page.

Figure: Display of the parameters of the selected counter
Then press "BROWSER  EWIO" to start the download of the file.
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Figure: Start file download
After pressing the button "DOWNLOAD" the Windows specific request for storage location is
displayed. Enter a directory of your choice.
The file names are set up according to the following system:
<device name>_<counter name>.txt
Example:
EWIO-3f45fc_DI10.txt
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5.3.9.7

Data query

In addition to the storage of measured values in the measured values database the data can also be
visualized via Web Interface.
This serves above all to control the settings and for information.
It is possible to receive current data from the Modbus or to query stored values from the database.
To read the measured values open the menu item "Modbus/Data/Counters" and select a counter.
Choose between current and stored data with the radio buttons of this page.
Current data is the factory setting.
The current data of the counter are queried via Modbus when pressing the button
"EWIO  BROWSER" The measured values of all configured data points are displayed.

Figure: Query of current measured values
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The columns of the chart have the following meaning:
FRAME
Number of the received frame
REGISTER
Address of the register that contains the measured value.
DESCRIPTION
Description of the data point.
VALUE
Measured value of the data point.
UNIT
Unit of the measured value.
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Reading stored data
Select "Stored data" by the radio buttons. Press the button "Parameters" to display the context menu
for the detailed setting which data are to be shown.

Figure: Parameters to display the stored data
It is possible to display the first 24 measured values, the last 24 measured values or the 24
measured values from a defined point in time. With this it is easy to check from which point in time
data has been stored in the database (first data).
If this counter has several data points select in the menu item "Data point" from which data point
the measured values are to be displayed.
Press "OK" to finish the parameter box, press "EWIO  BROWSER" to retrieve the requested data.
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Figure: Retrieval of stored measured values
As the measured values come now from the data base the columns of the chart are a bit different.
NR
Sequential number of the displayed value.
DATA POINT
Number of the data point. A summary of all data points can be found under
"Data server/Manually/Data points".
DATE
Date and time (time stamp) the measured value was stored.
VALUE
Stored measured value
FLAGS
Flags document the status of the measured value.
See also item "Data server cyclically"
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DB
Database where the measured value was found.
After a certain period of time there will be an additional database for previous measured values
("Back file") besides the database for the current measured values. See also item
"File transfer/data".
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5.3.9.8

Check the availability of Modbus devices

The function "Live Check" provides a quick overview if EWIO-M has access to all configured counters
via M-Bus. This function is started by the menu item "MBus/Data/General/Live Check".

Figure: Result of the function "Live Check"
It follows a list with all counters in the order of their cyclically query. If a telegram has been
received correctly OK is displayed as RESULT.
The columns have the following meaning:
POS
Position in the cyclical query.
NAME
The name of the counter assigned at the configuration.
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ADDRESS
Address of the Modbus device
BUS
Modbus
RESULT
Result of the test
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5.3.9.9

Read out messages

In addition to the system messages that can be queried under
"Device/Configuration/General/System status" there is a Modbus logfile for specific Modbus
messages. The access is under menu item "Modbus/Data/General/Messages".

Figure: Display of Modbus messages
If a message file modbusLog is filled it is renamed modbusLog.bac and stored. The file modbusLog
is used and filled again. This makes sure that log data with a minimum size of a logfile are
available.
If the log data are to be stored they can be copied from EWIO-M via SCP from the directory
"/config/usr" or copy&paste the messages into a text file from the web interface.
The content of the respective file can be deleted by activating the respective check box.
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5.3.10

BACnet Server (optional)

The described option is only available on devices with the version x.xxMB.
The EWIO-M offers the possibility to work as BACnet server. This allows querying or setting drivers
via BACnet/IP.
Please note:
No other program can set IOs when the BACnet server is active.
This applies for other servers, for operation via webInterface and also for applications. Reading of
IOs is however possible.
5.3.10.1 Start of operation
Starting and/or stopping of the BACnet server is done in the menu item BACnet/BACnet
configuration.
The server is off in the original condition.

Figure: Start of BACnet server
A couple of settings can be made in the BACnet configuration.
Mark the checkbox "BACnet active" to start.
Press the "BROWSER  EWIO" button to validate all settings (including the activation).
The status of the checkbox "BACnet active" shows always the activation status of the BACnet server.
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The connections of the EWIO-M can be read or set with a BACnet client after the start of the
BACnet server.

Figure: Display of the IOs by a BACnet client
In addition a BACnet PICS (protocol implementation conformance statement) is available.
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5.3.11

Data server

Measured values saved in the data base are transported via data server to data evaluation.
This can be done in different ways: by FTP or e-mail, as push or pop server. The respective
configuration is done in the menu "data server".
Difference is made between cyclical and manual transport (see the following items).

5.3.11.1 Data server, counter list
All configured counters (M-Bus and Modbus) are listed under the menu item
"Data server/General/Counter list".
The cyclic query of the counters by the counter scheduler is carried out in a specific order. This
order can be changed in the column "POSITION" if for example certain counters should be queried
particularly close to the time of measurement.

Figure: Order of the counter query
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POSITION
The position defines the readout order of the counters in a cyclical query. This order can be
modified by changing the assigned position to a bus address.
The position number has to be between 1 and 250 and each number can only exit once.
If the input field is empty this counter is temporarily removed from the counter query.
The stored counter parameters are retained. This is interesting for a temporarily shut-down of a
counter.
5.3.11.2 Data server, data points
The menu item "Data server/General/Data points" supplies a list with all existing data points.
The data points address the configured measured values.
Their indication allows assigning the output files to the measured values.
By specifying a data point it is also possible to set or read measured values via counter-API.

Figure: List with data points
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5.3.11.3 Cyclic data server
Query format
In this menu ("Data server/cyclic/Query format"), you can define the structure of the measured
values file to be transmitted.
The configuration options provide maximum flexibility for adjustment to existing evaluation
systems.
Head area
The head area always contains 12 lines.
You can choose which line is to be assigned to which configuration setting. If nothing is selected
for a line, it is displayed as a blank line.
This allows you to select only the configuration settings that are actually required.
Data area
In the data area, the columns for time stamp, measured values and flags can be arranged as
desired.
The time stamp can be configured as desired as a one-column value in DB format or as a
two-column value divided into data and time.
Separators
The list separator separates the individual elements from one another and serves as column
separator for the evaluation system
The decimal separator separates the places before and after the decimal point of the measured
values.
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Meaning of the configuration settings
Head area
Metering Code

The metering code is a description of a measuring point that is unique
worldwide.
Configuration under MBus/Configuration/Counters 
Configuration Counter/Meter. Code
Admitted characters:
(A-Z) 2 characters + 6 digits + 5 digits + (A-Za-z0-9) 20 characters

Counter number

Here, the counter number of the queried counter can be entered.
Configuration under MBus/Configuration/Counters 
Configuration Counter/Measuring point
Admitted characters: (A-Za-z0-9_) max. 50 characters

Client

Here, a distinction according to organizational aspects is possible, e.g.
different customers.
Configuration under MBus/Configuration/Counters 
Configuration Counter/Measuring point
Admitted characters: (A-Za-z0-9_) max. 50 characters

Consumer number

Here, a distinction according to organizational aspects is possible, e.g.
different data evaluators.
Configuration under MBus/Configuration/Counters 
Configuration Counter/Measuring point
Admitted characters: (A-Za-z0-9_) max. 50 characters

Counter name

Defines the name under which the counter is saved to the system.
Configuration under MBus/Configuration/Counters
Configuration Counters/Parameters
Admitted characters: (A-Za-z0-9_) 1-50 characters

OBIS index

The OBIS index can be used to identify a measured value.
Configuration under MBus/Configuration/Counters 
Selection Data point/more/Name/OBIS
Admitted characters: (0-9.:*-) 1-50 characters

Data point

The data points address the configured measured values.
Determined under Data server/manual/Data points
Admitted characters: (0-9) 1-3 digits

Unit (MBUS)

The unit (including the factor) for the measured value obtained
from the M-Bus
Determined under MBus/Configuration/Counters 
Selection Data point/UNIT
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Unit (EDIT)

Editable unit for the measured value, initialized with unit provided by the
M-Bus in the Unit box (MBUS).
Configuration under MBus/Configuration/Counters 
Selection Data point/more/Options/Unit

Factor (EDIT)

Editable factor for the measured value, initialized with factor provided by the
M-Bus in the Unit box (MBUS).
Configuration under MBus/Configuration/Counters 
Selection Data point/more/Options/Factor
Admitted characters: (0-9.) 1-50 characters

M-Bus ID

Unique address of a counter or module on the M-Bus.
Configuration under MBus/Configuration/Counters 
Configuration Counters/Parameters
Admitted characters: (A-Z0-9-) 16-20 characters

Primary counters

Primary counters are electronic counters that include the U/I conversion
factors when displaying the count.
Configuration under MBus/Configuration/Counters 
Selection Data point/more/Parameters/Primary counters
0 = no primary counter
1 = primary counter

Factor U

Includes a voltage prescaler in the calculation of the measured value
Configuration under MBus/Configuration/Counters 
Selection Data point/more/Parameters/Factor U
Admitted characters: (0-9-) 1-50 characters

Factor I

Includes a current prescaler in the calculation of the measured value
Configuration under MBus/Configuration/Counters 
Selection Data point/more/Parameters/Factor I
Admitted characters: (0-9-) 1-50 characters

Last change

Time of last change of the configuration of the data point or of the associated
counter

Description

Description of the data point
Configuration under MBus/Configuration/Counters 
Selection Data point/more/Name/Description
Admitted characters: (A-Za-z0-9_- ./=?!%) 0-50 characters
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Only relevant for 4xS0/M converters from METZ CONNECT:
S0/M initial count
Count displayed on the counter
Configuration under MBus/Configuration/Counters 
Selection Data point/more/S0M/Initial count
Admitted characters: (0-9.) 1-50 characters
S0/M initial pulse count Pulse count already saved by the S0/M converter during installation
Configuration under MBus/Configuration/Counters 
Selection Data point/more/S0M/Initial pulse count
Admitted characters: (0-9) 1-50 characters
S0/M pulses/unit

Specifies how many pulses/unit the counter outputs at its S0 interface.
Configuration under MBus/Configuration/Counters 
Selection Data point/more/S0M/Pulses/Unit
Admitted characters: (0-9) 1-50 characters

Data range
Time stamp

Date and time given in local time, representation dependent on time stamp
configuration:
 Date / time together
yyyy-mm-dd



HH:MM:SS

Date / time separate (here: includes list separator = semicolon)
yyyy-mm-dd;HH:MM:SS

Measured value

Measured value, decimal separator according to configuration.
Depending on the counter configuration, measured values are taken directly
from the M-Bus protocol either untreated or treated if prescaler (factor U, I)
was set or with S0/M conversion and the treated value is provided.
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Flags

Show the status of the measured value.
The meaning of the flags is listed below.

Flag 1

W = Winter time (correct: standard time)
S = Summer time
Evaluation: Time zone designation (CET / CEST)

Flag 2

G = Exactly (Genau) (freeze value)
A = Different (Abweichend) (no freeze value)
Evaluation: Order and meaning of records in M-Bus response

Flag 3

P = Periodic value*)
N = Non-periodic value (inserted manually via the web interface)
Evaluation: Source of the measured value query

Flag 4

U = Invalid (Ungültig)
G = Valid (Gültig)
Evaluation:
If no value was determined by the M-Bus, the value 0 is entered, and this flag
is set to invalid.

Flag 5

H = EWIO-M Has booted
N = EWIO-M did Not boot
After a reboot the flag is set one time at the following periodic readout.
Evaluation: Start time from log.json

Flag 6

I = Response telegram from M-Bus OK (In Ordnung)
E = Response telegram from M-Bus contains Error status
Evaluation of "status" in M-Bus response:
contains "no error" status, flag is set to "I" (OK).

Flag 7

T = internal Timer of the EWIO-M is triggered
S = Synchronization pulse triggers reading of the measured value
Evaluation: timer or sync are transmitted as parameter
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The following examples are designed to show how the settings in the query format affect the form
of the output files.
1. Output of all possible entries in the head area

Figure: Configuration of the measured value file including all head entries

This configuration of the output format generates a CSV file that can be opened directly in Excel.
(Note: With other regional settings than Germany/German or an Office package older than 2003,
other list separators and decimal separators may be necessary.)
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Figure: Output to the table calculation by double-click on the file
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Figure: Contents of the output file (opened as text file in the Editor)
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2. Output of selected entries in the head area

Figure: Configuration of the format for the measured value file including selected head entries
If not all the parameters offered in the head area are used, it is also possible to select blank lines
instead. They can be located anywhere, allowing also optical groupings.
In the example shown, all relevant parameters have been listed one after the other and the space
up to the data area has been filled with blank lines.
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Figure: Output in Excel by double-click on the file

Figure: Contents of the output file (opened as text file in the Editor)
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Query type
The query type is configured in the menu "Data server/cyclic/Query type".

Figure: Definition of query type
Push operation
In push operation, the EWIO-M sends measured value files on its own to one or two FTP servers.
In addition, the measured values files can also be sent to up to two e-mail addresses.
Both the files for the individual data points (.cvs) and a compressed file (.tar.bz2), which contains
the individual files and compresses them, can be sent.
The tar.bz2 format can be unzipped with a commercially available program, such as "7-Zip".
After unzipping, the measured values files are again available in the csv format.
Name conventions:
name_dpxxx_yymmdd_HHMM.csv, where name stands for the device name, xxx for the data point,
yymmdd for the date and HHMM for the time up to which the measured values were selected.
Example:
EWIO-3f4001_dp001_120822_1500.csv
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Selection FTP server
By activating an entry, one or two FTP servers can be selected.
The configuration is the same for both.

Figure: Configuration of the FTP server access
Server
Here the IP address or name is entered.
Username
Here the user name or anonymous is entered.
Password
Here the password or anonymous is entered.
Port
21 (default)
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Selecting e-mail
By activating an entry, one or two e-mail accounts can be selected.
The configuration is the same for both.

Figure: Configuration of the e-mail access
Sender
E-mail address of EWIO-M
Recipient
E-mail address of recipient
SSL
If the checkbox is marked the e-mail is sent encrypted.
MailServer
Server the e-mail is sent to.
Username
= Sender
Password
Password
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When selecting an e-mail account, please note that at the present time only connections without
SMTP authentication are supported by EWIO-M.
Further settings
Sending variant
File per data point =
For each data point, a separate file is created. All files are sent by the FTP server or sent as e-mail
attachment.
Files packed (tar.bz2) =
First for each data point, a separate file is created. Then they are packed to give a tar file. It is
compressed (bz2). The tar.bz2 file is then sent by the FTP server or sent as e-mail attachment.
Poll operation
In poll operation, measured values files can be collected by EWIO-M via FTP Client.
The client used can also be a special program, for example "Filezilla", or a Web-Browser
("ftp://(ip-adr)/usr/database/interval“). ").
The following login parameters must be used:
Username: root
Password: (Linux system password)
The path to the measured values files is (/config)/usr/database/interval.
Both the files for the individual data points (.cvs) and a compressed file (.tar.bz2), which contains
the individual files and compresses them, are available.
The tar.bz2 format can be unzipped with a commercially available program, such as "7-Zip".
After unzipping, the measured values files are again available in the csv format.
Name conventions:
name_dpxxx_yymmdd_HHMM.csv, where name stands for the device name, xxx for the data point,
yymmdd for the date and HHMM for the time up to which the measured values were selected.
Example:
EWIO-3f4001_dp001_120822.csv
After each expired interval, the files are recreated and are available until the next interval starts.
Then they are deleted.
Period of time
Here the period of time of the interval is entered.
Once it has expired, the data of this period of time are sent.
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5.3.11.4 Manual data server
Query format
For details, see item "Cyclic Data Server".
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Download
Here measured values files for individual or even all data points can be saved to the PC via
download.
The data format used is csv ("comma separated values"), which can be evaluated directly by table
calculation programs.
Any format changes that may be necessary can be made under "Data server/manual/Query format".
If all files are selected, the download takes place as a packed file in the tar.bz2 format.
This format can be unzipped with a commercially available program, such as "7-Zip".
After unzipping, the measured values files are again available in the csv format.
Name conventions:
name_dpxxx_yymmdd.csv, where name stands for the device name, xxx for the data point and
yymmdd for the current date.

Figure: Menu data server/Manual/Download
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5.3.12

File transfer

All configurations made by the user in the web interface can be saved and loaded again to the
EWIO-M when required.
This also applies to the measured values saved to the database.
5.3.12.1 File transfer / Configuration
In this menu item, configurations can be loaded by the EWIO-M to a PC or by the PC to the
EWIO-M.
There are 3 groups of configurations:
- Device settings
- Applications
- M-Bus configuration

Figure: Menu File transfer/Configuration
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UPLOAD
Loads a configuration from the PC to the EWIO-M
DOWNLOAD Loads a configuration from the EWIO-M to the PC
Device settings
The device settings are allocated to the menus (except for M-Bus and applications).
By selecting a suitable file, the menu settings can be sent from/to the EWIO-M.

Figure: Selecting a configuration file for device setting
Menu item
Device/Configuration/General/HW basics
Device/Configuration/General/Memory
Device/Configuration/General/System status
Device/Configuration/General/Password
Device/Configuration/General/LAN
Device/Configuration/General/WLAN
Device/Configuration/General/Time setting
Device/Configuration/IO/...
Device/Configuration/IO extended/...
Links/Configuration
Data server/cyclic/Query type
Data server/cyclic/Query type
Data server/manual/Query type
Data server/manual/Download

File
devicebase.json
memory.json
log.json
pw.json
ip.json
wlan.json
time.json
mct_… .json (if set up)
mct_paa… .json (if set up)
links.json
server_cyclic_format.json
server_cyclic_type.json
server_man_format.json
server_man_download.json
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Although the following menu item logically belongs to the M-Bus, it is also saved under the device
settings, since it refers to the device hardware:
MBus/Configuration/General/Sync Pulse

mbus_sync.json

Furthermore the Modbus templates are saved in the device settings.
Templates can be read and saved.
Applications
The applications are listed under Applications/Created.

Figure: Selecting applications
In this way, applications can be exchanged between different EWIO-M.
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M-Bus/Modbus configuration
The M-Bus/Modbus configuration is not a JSON file like the other configuration files, but a database
file.
It contains all configuration settings for the M-Bus/Modbus query (minus the JSON file described
under "Device settings" for the synchronous pulse.

Figure: Download dialog for the M-Bus/Modbus configuration
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5.3.12.2 File transfer / Data
The cyclically stored measured values are also saved to a database like the M-Bus configuration.
This database, too, can be set from/to the EWIO-M.

Figure: Menu File transfer/Data
Apart from the measured values file containing the current measured values, there is also a
so-called "Back" file to which the measured values history has been saved.
Once the maximum filling level of the measured values file has been reached, it is renamed to a
back file, and a new measured values file is created. An existing back file will be overwritten.
This ensures, similarly to a ring buffer, that at least measured values of the size of one file are
always saved to the EWIO-M.
The maximum filling level of a file has been established to 40% of the available storage space on
the drive containing the files.
UPLOAD
Loads a measured values or back file from the PC to the EWIO-M
DOWNLOAD Loads a measured values or back file from the EWIO-M to the PC
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Practical tips
DOWNLOAD
The download folder is established in the relevant browser.
UPLOAD
Make sure that the files have exactly the names they had during the download.
Otherwise, no exchange of these files will take place in the EWIO-M, and the previous configuration
file will remain valid.
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5.3.12.3 Editing the configuration files
Depending on their type, the editing options of the configuration files differ.
Configuration files should be only changed with due care and specialist knowledge, since faulty
changes may lead to program sequence errors that are difficult to identify.
JSON files
They are text files having the extension ".json".
As text files, they can be changed in any text processing program.
A particularly suitable example is the freeware Notepad++.
When making changes, it is essential to observe the rules for the JSON notation!
Database files
These files have the extension ".sqlite".
They can only be changed by database processing programs.
Highly suitable for these purposes is the Firefox extension "SQlite Manager".

Figure: Database opened in the SQlite Manager
The sequence of editing a DB file will now be illustrated with reference to an example.
First the SQlite Manager is opened and connected to the DB file.
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After opening the database, an overview of all tables contained is obtained.
Theoretically each of these tables can now be edited.
In practice, in most cases it is desired to edit the M-Bus addresses and names of the counters used.
They are contained in the "t_zaehler" table.

Figure: "t_zaehler" table
The BusAdr column contains all M-Bus addresses and the "Name" column the associated names of
the devices.

Figure: Pressing the right mouse button for the editing functions
For editing, the column in question is marked and clicked with the right mouse button. In the
context menu, "Edit selected ones" is then clicked.
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Another window is opened in which the "BusAdr" and "Name" fields can now be changed.

Figure: Editing the table elements
Pressing "OK" terminates the changes and applies them.
Now the next entry can be marked, etc.
Once all entries have been edited, the SQlite Manager is closed. The changes have already been
saved.
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5.3.12.4 Printing the configuration files
Depending on their type, the printing options of the configuration files differ.
JSON files
They are text files having the extension ".json".
As text files, they can be printed out in any text processing program.
Database files
One way of printing out database files will now be shown with reference to the printout of M-Bus
parameters.
To this end, the Firefox extension "SQlite Manager" is used again.
Of the different tables of the "parameter_120810.sqlite" database file, only the following are of
interest:
- t_zaehler
- t_kanal
- t_S0
(when using "4xS0/M converters" from METZ CONNECT)
- t_temp
(when using "4xT/M converters" from METZ CONNECT)
First the SQlite Manager is opened and connected to the DB file.
Now one of the tables mentioned is selected (here: t_zaehler) and "Export table" is selected via the
context menu.

Figure: Exporting a table
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In the next step, the Export Wizard is opened.
Here the output format can be defined.
We select the CSV format and make the settings necessary for CSV.
For a printout in Excel 2000 or earlier, the fields are separated by a comma, in later versions by a
semicolon.
The file is then saved in the CSV format by pressing "OK".

Figure: Export Wizard
The following table shows the t_zaehler.csv.
All data relating to the counters (without data points) have been saved to this table.
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Figure: t_zaehler table
The columns are pulled open to the required width and any blank columns can also be closed or
deleted for the sake of better readability.
The same procedure is applied to the remaining tables.

Figure: t_kanal table
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Figure: t_S0 table

Figure: t_temp table
Finally the files can be saved in the Excel format and printed out.
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6

Counter API

6.1 Application programs
Since the operating system is an embedded Linux, it also contains the Linux-typical system files,
which serve as starting point for starting the application programs.
....
#start following programs only after network!
#start syslogd (short message)
/sbin/syslogd -S
logger -t HW hardware started
/config/bin/setLogDate /config/configbase/log.json
hw_start
#start applications
/config/bin/startApplications &
#start webgate
/config/bin/webgate_wrapper &
#/config/bin/webgate_wrapper_debug &
#start mbus_controller
mkdir /var/mbus
/config/bin/mbus/mbus_controller &
#/config/bin/mbus/mbus_controller_debug &
#start cyclic mbus-request
/config/bin/counter/counter_starter.sh &
#start sync-puls application
/config/bin/counter/counter_syncPulse &

#USB
modprobe ohci-hcd
echo "rc.local done"

Figure: Extract of the rc.local, example
These applications can be replaced completely or in part or used for your own needs.
The most important ones are briefly described below.
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webgate
The webgate is the link between the CGI programs of the web interface and the configuration files,
drivers and other programs or files in the Linux system.
It serializes incoming queries, regulates authentication of the queries and receives or sends data.
/config/bin/webgate
/config/bin/webgate_wrapper
/config/etc/webgate.conf

executable file
shell script performs restart after shutdown
configuration file

JSON files in /config/bin/json
Data are transmitted between the web interface and Linux as JSON structure.
The programs in this directory are used to edit these structures.
jsonc_setValue
jsonc_getValue
jsonc_getArray
jsonc_setMBusValue
jsonc_getMBusValue
jsonc_printCompact
jsonc_printPretty

sets a value in a JSON structure
reads a value in a JSON structure
reads an array in a JSON structure
sets a value in a M-Bus JSON structure
reads a value in a M-Bus JSON structure
compact output of a JSON structure
structured output of a JSON structure

M-Bus files in /config/bin/json
All programs directly related to the M-Bus are arranged here.
mbus_controller
mbus_wrapper
mbus_cleaner
mbus_test
mbus_shortCircuit

encapsulates all processes on the M-Bus
Shellscript, causes a restart at termination
deletes orphaned M-Bus files
loads mbus_controller from the shell
checks the M-Bus cyclically for short circuit

/config/etc/mbus.conf

configuration file for the M-Bus area
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COUNTER files in /config/bin/counter
All programs directly related to the counter management and poll control are arranged here.
counter_trigger.sh
counter_syncPulse
counter_starter.sh
counter_wrapper.sh
counter_scheduler.sh
counter_getAddress
counter_getTime
counter_controller
counter_setMbusLog
counter_convertS0M
counter_mbusValue
counter_factorInclude
counter_linEquation
counter_break.sh
counter_getAverage
counter_getMinGrid

triggers counter_starter.sh via timer
triggers counter_starter.sh via synchronous pulse
starts counter_wrapper.sh
shell script, regulates the call of counter_scheduler.sh
shell script, control cyclic query
determines the next M-Bus ID for cyclic query
determines the current time stamp
performs the counter query and saves the result to the database
writes a message to the M-Bus logfile
converts pulses into measured values  application
converts pulses VIF values into measured values  application
including the factor in the measured value calculation  application
calculation of a linear equation  application
Shell-Script, termination of all counter programs
cyclic query to calculate the average value
identify the shortest configured interval

/config/etc/counter.conf

configuration file for the counter area

DB files in /config/bin/db
All programs related to the database are arranged here.
parameter_120118.sqlite
db_configOutput
db_output

parameter database for the configuration of the M-Bus counters
provides parameters for each data point
generates a file containing the established measured values
from the database

db_pushOutput
db_fileSize
db_getParameter

transmits the measured values files via FTP or e-mail
monitors the size of the measured values database files
identify parameters for a data point from the configuration data base
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6.2 Configuration files
Configuration files are mainly used for configuring the applications and are used by the
applications involved.
/config/configbase
log.json
driver.json
devicebase.json
time.json
ip.json
wlan.json
factory_ip.json
links.json
pw.json
server_man_download.json
server_cyclic_type.json
server_man_format.json
server_cyclic_format.json
mbus_sync.json

System status
Driver
Hardware base
Time setting
LAN network settings
WLAN network settings
As-delivered network settings
Connections to other EWIO-M
Password management
Settings for manual file transfer
Settings for cyclic file transfer
Data format for manual file transfer
Data format for cyclic file transfer
Settings for synchronous pulse
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6.3 Applications
"Applications" are only understood as meaning shell scripts that can be loaded in the context of the
web interface.
The applicbase folder contains JSON structures containing, in addition to some status information,
the shell script to be executed.
/config/applicbase
las_vegas.json
MBus_event.json
S0M_convert.json
factor_include.json
convert_R_PT100.json
convert_R_PT1000.json
linear_equation.json
hexToDez.json
mail_test.json

Contains applications for the flashing of all LEDs
Example of evaluating an event from exceeding a measured value
Converts an S0 pulse into a measured value
Includes a factor when saving a measured value
Converts resistance values into PT-100 temperature values
Converts resistance values into PT-1000 temperature values
Applying a linear equation to the measured value
Convert values from hex to decimal
Send a mail out of an application, test
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